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Abstract—A prevalent challenge for Deep Learning (DL) accelerators is how they are programmed to sustain utilization
without impacting end-user productivity. Little prior effort has
been devoted to the effective management of their on-chip
Scratch-Pad Memory (SPM) across the DL operations of a
Deep Neural Network (DNN). This is especially critical due to
trends in complex network topologies and the emergence of eager
execution. This work demonstrates that there exists up to a
5.2× performance gap in DL inference to be bridged using SPM
management, on a set of image, object and language networks.
We propose OnSRAM, a novel SPM management framework
integrated with a DL accelerator runtime. OnSRAM has two
variants, viz. OnSRAM-Static, which works on static graphs to
identify data structures that should be held on-chip based on
their properties, and OnSRAM-Eager, which targets an eager
execution model (no graph) and uses a speculative scheme to
hold/discard data structures. On a prototypical DL accelerator, OnSRAM-Static and OnSRAM-Eager achieve reductions in
inference latency (batch size of 1) of 1.02-4.8× and 1.02-3.1×,
respectively, over a baseline with no SPM management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The rapid success of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) across
the computing spectrum has triggered a revolution in computer architecture. Software-managed Scratch-Pad Memories
(SPMs) are a common design choice in many computing
platforms, ranging from GPUs to fixed-function and reconfigurable accelerators [1], [2], due to the ability to explicitly
manage data with better energy efficiency. Recent years have
witnessed specialized accelerators for DNNs [3]–[17], many
of which use SPM hierarchies. The key to the success of such
accelerators lies in how they are programmed, to sustain high
utilization with minimal loss in end-user productivity.
An optimization that has received relatively little attention is
the effective management of on-chip SPM across the nodes of a
DNN, i.e. retaining the activations produced by a given layer
on the on-chip SPM so as to eliminate writes/reads to/from
external memory upon their reuse in subsequent layers. Two
recent trends in modern DNN research make this a challenge.
• Complex Topologies. Recent DNN topologies such as
ResNets [18], Inception [19], DenseNet [20], Multi-Head
Attention [21], Neural Architecture Search (NAS) [22] and
others rely on complex connections across layers (e.g. reconvergent paths) to achieve superior accuracy.
• Eager Execution Model. Recently, many popular Deep
Learning (DL) frameworks (e.g. TensorFlow [23], [24],
PyTorch [25]) have adopted an eager execution model which
evaluates operations immediately, without building graphs.
II. P ERFORMANCE I MPACT OF SPM M ANAGEMENT
We study the performance impact of SPM management using a cycle-accurate performance simulator. Table I shows the
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TABLE I
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speedups of 12 ConvNets, LSTM and Transformer DNNs [18],
[19], [21], [26]–[33] compared to the case when there is no
SPM management, i.e. all activations are double-buffered. The
evaluation is done with a batch size of 1 on a simulated
DL accelerator (specifications in Section IV). The infinitesized SPM study illustrates a scope of 1.02-5.17× improvement in inference latency, thus underscoring the potential for
hardware-aware SPM management.
We first evaluate a simple scheme, 1-Step, wherein we hold
in SPM (if capacity permits) each activation whose reuse ends
with the next scheduled node. This scheme is clearly optimal
for sequential DNNs. However, for more recent networks like
ResNet-50, InceptionV3, etc., there is still a 1.45-2.7× gap to
be bridged, which we address in this work.
III. P ROPOSED O N SRAM F RAMEWORK
We implement OnSRAM as an extension to a DL framework runtime in order to manage the accelerator’s on-chip
memory. We propose two variants, viz. OnSRAM-Static for
static DNN graphs and OnSRAM-Eager for eager execution.
SPM Management for Static DNN Graphs. OnSRAMStatic receives an optimized DNN graph from the DL framework, and the key parameters of the AI accelerator (SPM
capacity, external bandwidth, etc.) as its inputs. It derives (i)
a graph execution plan that maximizes data reuse in the SPM,
and (ii) an SPM management plan for each data structure as
a tuple comprising of (a) whether the data structure is pinned
in SPM or external memory (P inLoc), and (b) allocation and
deallocation timesteps (StartT S, EndT S).
The node execution order plays a key role in determining the
liveness of a data structure in SPM. We observe that by choosing an order in which activation-bound operations are placed
as close as possible to their producers, their input activations
will most likely be present in SPM. We realize such a schedule
through a hybrid Breadth-First Search (BFS) - Depth-First
Search (DFS) approach. Given this node execution schedule,
OnSRAM-Static determines P inLoc, StartT S and EndT S
using a heuristic-driven, low-overhead approach based on the
following key characteristics of a data structure (D):
1) Unused Liveness (UL), or the duration for which D is
retained unused, in the SPM.
2) Memory-Boundedness, or how memory-bound D is, considering all operations in which it is used.
3) Impact, or how costly the operations that use D are.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of history-buffer based liveness prediction. The dark circles
represent the timestep when the node is scheduled for execution.

So, data structures with small UL, large memory-boundness
and high impact are the best candidates to pin in SPM. We
compose these factors into a single Figure-of-Merit (F oM ).
OnSRAM-Static iterates over data structures in F oM order
to determine where each one is pinned. For each data structure,
it is determined whether one could overwrite it onto any existing data structure in SPM. Once the overwrite-able candidates
are identified, it is determined whether the SPM has enough
capacity to hold the data structure for all the timesteps that it
is alive. If so, OnSRAM-Static pins the data structure to SPM,
else it is pinned to external memory.
SPM Management with Eager Execution. In eager execution, the DL framework does not build a graph, rather offloads
operations to the accelerator in a user-defined sequence.
As the criticalities of data structures are unknown during offload, we propose to predict the data structure’s characteristics
based on the history of patterns observed. This is motivated
by the observation that although operations arrive one-by-one,
most DNNs have recurring patterns, e.g. the residual block
in ResNet [18]. Thus, we propose to learn the reuse, liveness
and criticality of data structures for the first few times the
pattern repeats, and then use it during the rest of execution.
Inspired by efforts in computer architecture on prefetching and
value prediction [34]–[39], we employ a history-buffer based
prediction scheme in OnSRAM-Eager. Its simplicity enables
a small overhead in the critical path of an inference operation.
OnSRAM-Eager predicts, at offload-time, whether the operation’s output(s) are to be held in the SPM, and if so, for
what duration. It maintains two key state entities, viz. a history
buffer and a data structure table. Each entry in the buffer
is linked to one or more entries in the data structure table,
corresponding to the output(s) produced by the operation.
For each data structure, we maintain: (i) static information
viz. size and the timestep at which it was entered into the
table (StartT s), (ii) current information viz. timestep when
it was last used (LastU sedT s) and its status, i.e. in SPM, in
external memory, or evicted, and (iii) information predicted
by OnSRAM-Eager viz. liveness, F oM , and a binary field
(isP inCand) denoting if we should attempt to pin a data
structure with similar characteristics in SPM.
Given a node, the history buffer and the data structure table
are consulted to identify data structure(s) that are computationally similar to the output(s) of the current node. Based on
their attributes, a prediction is made for P inLoc and liveness
(i.e. StartT S and EndT S). We illustrate the history buffer
lookup scheme for a simple computational graph in Figure 1.
We further propose a variant called OnSRAM Eager Spec

Fig. 2. Inference speedup with different SPM management policies.

that speculatively writes back only certain data structures
which it pins in SPM, thus saving memory write-back bandwidth at the risk of mis-speculation. To recover from misspeculation, the parent nodes that produced the data structure
are re-executed by backtracking in the execution schedule.
IV. E VALUATION
Our baseline accelerator, based on [11] and [1], has a 3
TFLOP dense 2D-systolic array and a 375 GFLOP SIMD
special function unit array, supported by a 2 MB on-chip SPM
with 384 GBps bandwidth, and a 32 GBps external memory.
We present the inference speedup with the SPM management
policies in Figure 2, for the DNNs in Table I. Weights are held
in external memory and double-buffered during computation.
For sequential DNNs like AlexNet, VGG and PTB, there is
little gap to be bridged between No SPM Mgmt and Infinite
SPM, as they are bottlenecked by the time to fetch weights.
However, there exists a gap of 1.02-5.17× for the other DNNs.
OnSRAM Static exploits liveness/criticality-aware node execution ordering and data structure pinning in SPM to achieve a
speedup of 1.02-4.8× over No SPM Mgmt. This improvement
is already 90% of that achievable by Infinite SPM, while the
remainder primarily stems from SPM capacity limitations. OnSRAM Static achieves pronounced improvements for topologies that exhibit far-flung activation reuse, such GoogLeNet
and ResNeXt. Finally, it outperforms cache-based (LRU/FIFO)
policies by up to 2.8× and 1-Step by up to 2.7× (not shown).
We study the benefits with OnSRAM-Eager (6-entry history
buffer, window size of 3) across 50 possible, valid execution
orders for each DNN, illustrated using error bars in Figure 2.
OnSRAM Eager W/B shows a limited speedup (average 1.15×)
because every data structure is written back to external memory anticipating a reuse beyond its predicted lifetime in SPM.
OnSRAM Eager Spec, in contrast, speculatively writes back
only selected data structures to external memory. OnSRAM
Eager Spec gives an overall speedup of 1.02-3.1× compared
to No SPM Mgmt and is within 15% of OnSRAM Static.
V. C ONCLUSION
Effective management of Scratch-Pad Memory (SPM)
across the operations of a DNN is critical to bridge the
compute-memory gap in AI accelerators. Two trends make
this a challenging problem: a) evolution of topologies with
complex inter-layer connections, and b) the eager execution
model adopted in many DL frameworks. To address this,
we propose OnSRAM, a SPM management framework with
two variants, OnSRAM-Static and OnSRAM-Eager, that use
hardware constraints and work within the compiler runtime
of DNN accelerators. Our evaluation of OnSRAM-Static and
OnSRAM-Eager on 12 DNNs with a prototypical DL accelerator yield 1.02-4.8× and 1.02-3.1× speedup for DNN inference.
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